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Jupiter was observed in the aftermath of its impact with fragment R of Comet Shoemaker–Levy/9 to search for seismic waves
excited by the collision. Observations were made in the 7.8 mm
methane emission band with the MIRAC2 camera at the IRTF
in an attempt to detect the local perturbation to the equilibrium
stratospheric temperature profile induced by the wave. Detection
of a jovian seismic wave would provide the tightest constraint to
date on interior models of Jupiter. Seismic waves were detected
in neither direct images of the planet nor in a composite time–
distance diagram which utilizes all of the available imagery. This
non-detection allows us to place an upper limit on the energy of
the fragment R impact of 1 3 1028 erg, assuming a seismic wave
excitation efficiency of 15%.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.

has provided in situ measurements, but only of the outermost veneer of Jupiter. Unfortunately, inversion of a planet’s gravitational harmonics does not result in a unique
interior model. As it has for Earth, only seismology offers
the opportunity to uniquely probe the depths of the planet.
By detecting waves which have traversed the interior of
the planet, seismology can unravel the structure of the
deep planetary interior.
A specialized and challenging application of seismology
is to measure the normal mode ‘‘ringing’’ of a planet.
The frequencies of the normal modes can also be inverted,
as is done in helioseismology, to reveal the interior
structure. Despite some tantalizing observations, there
has yet been no definitive detection of the oscillation
modes of any jovian planet (see Deming et al. 1989,
Schmider et al. 1991, Mosser et al. 1993, Fisher 1994,
and Lederer et al. 1995).
The predicted impact and explosion of Comet Shoemaker–Levy/9 into Jupiter offered an unprecedented opportunity to apply the techniques of ‘‘classical’’ geoseismology to the problem of the interior structure of Jupiter. The
impact would launch acoustic (or P-) waves that would

1. INTRODUCTION

To date our principal probe of the jovian planet interiors
has been their gravitational harmonics. The Galileo Probe
1
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traverse the interior of the planet. If these waves could be
detected upon their return to the visible atmosphere, a
direct and straightforward probe of the interior of Jupiter
would be at hand.
Here we report on our attempt to detect primary pressure waves arising from the Shoemaker–Levy/9 fragment
R impact from the Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF). No
primary pressure waves were observed, and we provide
estimates of the upper limit for the energy of the R impact.
2. THEORY

A variety of waves were predicted to arise from the
impacts. Seismic waves were first discussed by Marley
(1993, 1994). Deming et al. (1994), Gough (1994), Kanamori (1993), Lee and Van Horn 1994, and Lognonné et al.
(1994) also calculated various properties of impact-induced
seismic waves. Hunten et al. (1994) presented the observational strategy which we ultimately employed and which
is described further below.
The excitation mechanism for the seismic wave is
straightforward. As each fragment of the comet enters the
atmosphere at 60 km sec21, it is slowed by its interaction
with the atmosphere. Ultimately the comet releases a large
fraction of its energy over a short distance, essentially resulting in an explosion (Zahnle and MacLow 1994). From
analysis of numerical simulations, MacLow and Zahnle
(personal communication) estimated that approximately
15% of the impactor’s energy is carried away by a shock
wave propagating downward into the planet. This wave
decays into an acoustic wave with increasing distance from
the explosion. Here, as in Marley (1994), we assume that
15% of the impactor energy is carried away by the wave,
independent of the size of the impactor. Zahnle and
MacLow (1994) compute a period of between 70 and 140
sec for the wave. Lognonné et al. (1994) utilized a seismic
moment approach to arrive at a value of 20% for the excitation efficiency and a wave period of 100 sec.
The increase in sound speed with depth in the planet
refracts downward-propagating waves back toward the surface. Because the gradient in sound speed with depth near
the surface is quite large, the vast majority of the energy
in the wave is refracted back upward rapidly and returns
to the tropopause near the impact site. Only a small fraction of the energy probes quite deeply into the planet
before refracting upward. Our challenge is to detect this
modest fraction of the impactor energy, which carries a
substantial amount of information about Jupiter’s interior.
Marley (1994) presents estimates of both the fraction of
the wave energy reaching any given depth in the planet and
the arrival times of the returning wave at the tropopause as
a function of distance from the impact site. Figure 1 presents the computed arrival times for the seismic wave as a
function of distance from the impact site. The wave initially

FIG. 1. Predicted angular distance of the seismic wave in degrees
(D) from the impact site over the time observed. Calculations were done
as in Marley (1994) using a Jupiter model of Chabrier et al. (1992). This
model interpolates over the density discontinuity at the PPT (plasma
phase transition). See Lognonné et al. (1994) for a more detailed discussion.

traverses the planet very slowly, but after 60 min begins
to pick up speed and soon encompasses nearly the diameter
of the planet. For this plot the expected wave arrival times
were calculated from the Jupiter interior models of Chabrier et al. (1992), utilizing an equation of state which
interpolated over the likely density discontinuity at the
molecular to metallic hydrogen interface. Models with a
density interface produce similar results except that a second wave, which reflects from the interface, is also predicted. While we ignore the reflected wave in our analysis
below, this has no bearing on the search strategy.
The wave period is almost certainly less than the acoustic
cutoff period at the tropopause—about 4 min (Mosser
et al. 1992). Thus the wave propagates past the tropopause
and into the stratosphere. As it traverses the stratosphere
it produces the adiabatic temperature fluctuations which
we attempted to observe. Marley (1994) utilized a ray tracing or eikonal approach to estimate the temperature amplitude as a function of distance for a given impactor energy.
A more sophisticated treatment of wave propagation was
presented by Lognonné et al. (1994). While such computations would be required to interpret a detected wave, they
are not necessary for the wave search and we thus utilize
a parameterization derived from the Marley (1994) results
below. Nevertheless our predicted temperature amplitudes
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are in good agreement with those computed by Lognonné
et al. for a 1027 erg impact (B. Mosser, personal communication).
If the seismic wave period were in fact longer than 4 min
the wave would reflect back into the interior near the
tropopause, and its amplitude would decay exponentially
in the stratosphere making the upper limit derived in Section 4 for the impactor energy too small. We assume
throughout this paper that this is not the case.
Since there are no seismometers in place in Jupiter’s
atmosphere, the observational strategy rests upon detecting the small temperature changes associated with the
passing of the wave. This strategy is discussed in detail in
Hunten et al. (1994). The 7.8 em methane band was chosen
because of two advantageous properties. While the majority of emission seen in the mid-IR from Jupiter is formed
near the tropopause at p100 mbar, the n4 band of methane
is particularly strong. Thus emission in this band arises
from higher levels in the atmosphere. The weighting function for our bandpass peaks in the stratosphere at P p
20 mbar (Orton 1977). Since the temperature fluctuation
produced by a propagating pressure wave is inversely proportional to the square root of the atmospheric density, it
is better to search higher in the atmosphere for a given
wave, all else being equal.
Furthermore in Jupiter’s stratosphere this band lies on
the Wien side of the peak in the Planck function. Differentiating the logarithm of the Planck function with respect
to the logarithm of the temperature gives a relationship
solely dependent on the frequency n and the temperature T,
x
d ln B
5
P x,
d ln T 1 2 e2x

(1)

for x @ 1 where x 5 hn /kT. As a result, slight temperature
perturbations produce substantially larger flux variations.
For conditions in the upper stratosphere B Y T 12 , and a
temperature fluctuation of just 1 K (or 0.68%) increases
the radiance by 8.5%.
A drawback to working in a relatively narrow bandpass
is that the absolute flux is low, requiring comparatively
long integration times to obtain images with acceptable
S/N. The 7.8 em band also sits on the shoulder of a telluric
water vapor band and is thus subject to the concomitant
variations in terrestrial atmosphere opacity. Mosser et al.
(1996) thus chose to observe at a longer wavelength, sacrificing sensitivity to the stratosphere for higher S/N images.
The weighting function to the emergent flux from Jupiter
in our 7.8 em bandpass (Orton 1977) constrains our wave
period sensitivity. This function peaks at 20 mbar, with its
full vertical extent at half maximum of the peak being
approximately 35 km. At 20 mbar the nominal seismic
wave has a period of 120 sec, a wavelength of 110 km,

and takes about 40 sec to traverse the weighting function.
Requiring that no more than one half wavelength of the
acoustic wave lies within the weighting function conservatively places our detection cutoff at 80 sec. We are not
sensitive to shorter period waves.
During an exposure of 1.9 sec, the wave does not move
appreciably through the detection region. Thus positive
and negative vertical temperature fluctuations arising from
wave propagation during the exposure are not a concern.
Furthermore, the frame rate of about 1 image/10 sec is
sufficient to resolve the passage of the wave through the
weighting function. The horizontal appearance of the wave
also limits our sensitivity, as various wavefronts arrive at
slightly different times in adjoining regions of atmosphere.
We consider this issue fully in Section 4.

3. OBSERVATIONS

Observations were made at the 3-m IRTF on Mauna
Kea, Hawaii, on July 21, 1994 UT. We imaged Jupiter’s
thermal emission with MIRAC2 (Hoffmann et al. 1993,
1994). MIRAC2 is a mid-infrared array camera which utilizes a Rockwell HF16 128 3 128 Si:As hybrid BIB array.
Reflective optics in the camera liquid-helium cryostat produce images at a nominal scale of 0.340/pixel, allowing it
to be one of the first cameras to image the entire disk of
Jupiter in the thermal IR. The effective spectral range
of the camera is 2.2–25 em. Even though the IRTF was
dedicated during the month surrounding the impacts to
observations of the comet and Jupiter (Orton et al. 1995),
seismic waves were only searched for in the aftermath of
the R impact due to poor weather conditions.
We observed for 80 min following the impact (5:41 UT—
Hammel et al. 1995). Using a CVF filter centered at 7.85
em with a 1.8% bandpass we obtained 214 images typically
separated by 10 sec, each with an 1.97 sec exposure time.
Images of the star Alpha Boo taken prior to impact and
of Callisto taken 90 min following impact both yield a point
spread function with a Gaussian FWHM of 0.90.
The data was obtained in grab-nod mode with a frame
time of 32.8 msec. Sixty frames were acquired on the target
and coadded for an exposure of 1.97 sec. Then the telescope
was nodded slightly off-target to obtain a similar 60 sky
frames. Thus each coadded Jupiter image had an associated
sky image that was subtracted in the reduction process. A
nearest neighbor algorithm was used to correct for the
typically 10 bad pixels per image. This technique was also
used in 75 images in which a camera channel malfunctioned, making 1 of every 16 pixels unreliable. By crosscorrelating each image with a simulated oblate jovian disk,
we were able to center all images to within 0.5 pixel. The
resulting images have a typical signal-to-noise ratio of 5
per pixel as measured from the average pixel value and
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FIG. 2. A typical image from our data set. This image was taken at 6:04:52 UT on 21 July 1994 and has been sky and bias-subtracted, corrected
for bad pixels, centered, and had the background removed.

associated variances in a ring 3 pixels wide centered 408
from the image center (see Fig. 2 for a typical image).
4. ANALYSIS

Prior to analysis the images were corrected for bias
and scaled to have identical mean fluxes in the central
5% of the planet. This normalization was necessary to
correct for the extremely variable transmission arising
from small-scale atmospheric fluctuations. After normalization, the integrated planetary flux (excluding the impact site) was found to vary by no more than 1% in
the 80 min observing window. Passage of the seismic
wave through the normalization region does not occur
until near the end of the observing window when the
wave perturbation would be undetectable. No other atmospheric structures which might affect the normalization
are present in the images. In any case, detection of the
wave requires only relative photometry.
Three jovian zonal features are visible in all images.
These were removed by dividing each image by a compos-

ite image constructed by coadding the entire dataset. Since
the only structure visible below 2308 latitude was the impact site itself, the composite image was smoothed to a
mean value determined from the rest of the planet in this
region, in effect not performing a correction there. Thus
the impact site remains visible in the final images.
The reduced images showed no immediate signature of
the seismic wave. We made several attempts to detect
waves by coadding all images taken within various windows, up to 3 min. In no case was a wave detected. To
extend the analysis required the use of a technique which
incorporated the entire dataset.
Since we are most interested in the arrival time of the
seismic wave back into the observed atmosphere of Jupiter,
and not its detailed shape, we constructed a time–distance
diagram, as first suggested by Mosser et al. (1995) who
refer to this plot as a ‘‘hodogram.’’ In this analysis, each
pixel from every image of Jupiter is reprojected onto a
single image in which the horizontal axis is the angular
separation of the pixel from the impact site and the vertical
axis is the time elapsed since impact. Individual images
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thus collapse into a single horizontal line in the plot where
the pixel brightness along the line denotes the average
brightness value of all pixels a given angular distance from
the impact site. Images taken at different times fill out the
plot vertically.
The first step of this analysis was to map each pixel on
the disk to a planetocentric coordinate. We used algorithms
modified from the program AMIE (Hockey and Barnet
1994), which is an update of software developed at JPL to
navigate Voyager data (Jepsen et al. 1980). We modified
the code to allow for the reprojection of planetary images
from composite mosaics. This software takes the 6% oblateness and camera scale into account when mapping each
pixel, and then uses the relevant pixel and impact point
coordinates to determine the angular distance U using
spherical trigonometry with u representing the latitude and
f the longitude,
cos U 5 sin u1 sin u2 1 cos u1 cos u2 cos(f1 2 f2 ). (2)
For the location of the impact site we used the results
of Hammel et al. (1995). Assuming the expanding transient
ring feature observed in HST images originated at the
impact site they solved for the center of the ring, accounting
for the oblateness of the planet. Averaging the results of
three images yielded an impact point located at 244.17 6
0.18 planetocentric latitude and 46.8 6 0.58 System III
longitude. This was then propagated throughout the analysis assuming a System III rotational period of 9.92492 hr
(presumably appropriate for a wave traveling through the
deep interior).
This approach offers two advantages. By azimuthally
averaging over all pixels where the returning wave produces a signal at a given instant, we increase the S/N ratio
by approximately the square root of the number added.
This typically improved the S/N per pixel in the time–
distance diagram to p100. A seismic wave would appear
as a curve across the time–distance diagram since the wave
moves in both azimuth and time, while fixed features appear as a vertical stripe since they co-rotate with the impact
point. Figure 3 shows the resultant time–distance diagram
for our dataset. Each pixel is 0.58 wide and 10 sec tall
(the typical time between images). Horizontal black stripes
represent times during which no images were taken.
The large, bright regions of heated atmosphere arising
from the hyper-velocity re-entry of ejecta material swamp
any waves near the impact site (Graham et al. 1994). These
areas effectively prevent the detection of waves during the
first 30 min following the impact. No wave is detected
in the remainder time–distance diagram. Other diagrams
were constructed employing a running 3 min window of
summed images. Again, no wave signature was found. We
thus next attempted to place an upper limit on the impact size.

To test the sensitivity of our time–distance diagram, we
added a variety of simulated waves arising from varying
impact energies. The predicted temperature amplitudes
and wave locations were computed following Marley
(1994). Note that the temperature amplitudes in the published version of his Fig. 3 are incorrect, although correct
values are derived in the text and used in our calculation.
In those images taken from 30–80 min after impact, we
added an artificial wave feature computed at 10 sec intervals to the individual images before azimuthal averaging.
Utilizing Eq. (1), we converted temperature perturbations
to flux perturbations. The flux perturbation for each pixel
was computed by assuming a sinusoidal temperature variation over the projected wavelength as computed by Hunten
et al. (1994). They found that
W5

c Dt
,
sin u0

(3)

where W is the width of the wavefront, c the appropriate
speed of sound (0.89 km sec21 at 20 mbar), Dt the wave
period (we assume 120 sec), and u0 the takeoff angle of
the relevant portion of the wavefront. We then decomposed the projected wavelength into 32 separate regions,
each receiving the appropriate temperature perturbation
as shown in Fig. 4. The contribution from both the wave
compression as well as from the following rarefaction are
included. We assume the maximum temperature perturbation appears in the first wavelength and neglect subsequent
waves. The total flux variation was then projected onto
individual pixels, accounting for the ratio of the wavefront
width to the pixel size as in Fig. 4. The final artificial wave
is then convolved with a Gaussian FWHM of 0.90 (2.4
pixels) and added to the image.
The resulting relative flux ratios, dF/F, where F is the
unperturbed pixel flux, are displayed in Fig. 5. In this figure
the wave is constructed and added to our dataset as above.
The perturbation is then plotted as a percentage variance
from the background level over the relevant portion of
the observing window. Before the impacts, Deming (1994)
computed the expected relative flux perturbation as a function of distance for the impact point. His computations
were for a 6 3 1029 erg impact observed by diffractionlimited telescopes of various apertures. To compare the
two models, it is necessary to quantify the ‘‘effective’’ diffraction-limited aperture of our telescope. Our FWHM
implies a 2.2-m telescope, however the smearing response
of the system with respect to the core of the PSF equals
that of a telescope 2 times smaller. When that is taken into
consideration, our computations of dF/F agree well with
Deming’s predicted performance from 55 to 80 min following the impact.
An example of a resultant time–distance diagram with
a clearly delineated wave signature is shown in Fig. 6. This
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FIG. 3. A time–distance diagram representing the 80 min of data following the impact. Pixels are 0.58 by 10 sec (the typical time between
images). The relative intensity is shown as a function of distance in degrees (D) from the impact site over time. There is evidence from 19–28 min
of greater emission from the still-heated impact point, but no evidence for a seismic wave is visible. The time–distance diagram is discussed further
in section 4.

signature is detectable down to impact energies of 1 3 1028
erg. The wave signature is clearest between 40 and 60 min
following the impact, when the wave has moved far enough
beyond the heated impact region and encompasses enough
pixels on the planet that when azimuthally averaged, it
stands out above the noise. At later times the temperature
amplitude is too small to be detected.
Note that on a spherical planet the returning wavefront
would appear to spread out from the impact point in the
form of a coherent ring. This is the feature searched for
in the time–distance analysis. Jupiter, however, is oblate.

Thus waves leaving the impact point at a given takeoff
angle from the vertical but propagating into different azimuths return to the tropopause at different times since
they must travel different path lengths. A full treatment
of this problem requires following the wave propagation
through oblate level surfaces computed from a jovian interior model that accounts for rotation. A perturbation analysis to first order in oblateness reveals that the departure
of the returning wave front from a circle projected onto
the planet does not exceed 18 at any azimuth until 60 min
after impact. The error is less than the projected seeing
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images with substantially better signal-to-noise (Mosser et
al. 1996), emission at 10 em is formed much deeper in the
atmosphere and is correspondingly less sensitive to wave
perturbations. Their detection limit for the L impact (Mosser et al. 1995) is 5 3 1027 erg, or a fragment smaller than
0.81 km in diameter, assuming 20% wave excitation efficiency.
Hammel et al. (1995) grouped the impact sites into
classes based on the size of the dark ejecta and the number
of visible waves. Fragment L was considered to be one of
the largest and was placed in class 1. Following behind in
class 2a were fragments A and H, and fragment R fell into
class 2b. The seismic wave constraints on impact energies
are consistent with this classification. Given that the L
impact apparently produced some of the greatest effects,
it is useful to consider the Mosser et al. result for the L
impact as an effective upper limit for the energy of all
the impacts.
From HST observations of the nucleus, Weaver et al.
(1995) estimated a diameter for fragment R of 2.5 km.
This exceeds our upper limit if the object is fully dense ice.
Graham et al. observed the R splash at 2.3 em from the
Keck Telescope on Mauna Kea. By integrating over the
lightcurve they placed a lower limit for the impact energy

FIG. 4. Diagram illustrating how the artificial seismic wave was added
to the data to derive the impact energy upper limit. The wavefront location
and width are determined at the time corresponding to every image. The
wavefront, as seen from above (Hunten et al. 1994), is then divided
into 32 partitions for which a temperature perturbation dT and a flux
perturbation is calculated. The total flux perturbations over the wavelength is then summed and scaled to the width of the pixel.

disk for all times less than 70 min after impact. Since the
detection limit is controlled by observations at times less
than 50 min, neglect of the oblateness of the planet does
not affect our derived impact energy limit. Were a wave
detected, a more complex analysis would be required to
follow the wave at t . 70 min.
5. DISCUSSION

It is interesting to compare the impact energy limit derived from the seismic wave analysis for the R impact with
other impact energy estimates. Given a spherical comet
fragment with a density of 1 g cm23 impacting the planet
at 60 km sec21, a 1028 erg energy limit yields a maximum
diameter for the R fragment of 1.0 km.
A group led by Benoit Mosser (Mosser et al. 1996) also
searched for seismic waves in the aftermath of impacts A,
H, and L. The largest impact observed by this group was of
fragment L, which they observed from the Nordic Optical
Telescope at 10 em. While this group has many more

FIG. 5. As in Deming (1994) the effect of a theoretical seismic wave
from an impact of energy 6 3 1029 erg has been convolved with our PSF.
The figure shows the result of adding this artificial wave to our data set.
The corresponding ratio of the peak perturbation to the background is
shown as a function of time. The jaggedness between 30 and 45 min
arises from poor wave resolution attributable to the heated impact region.
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FIG. 6. This time–distance diagram is identical to Fig. 3 except for the addition of an artificial wave. The wave signature is identifiable as a
curve originating at 148 and 40 min.

of 3 3 1024 erg, or a fragment diameter of 0.07 km. Zahnle
and MacLow (1995) can best model the R lightcurves from
2.3 to 4.5 em with an impact energy of 6 3 1026 erg.
Our primary uncertainty in estimating the impactor energy is poor knowledge of the wave excitation efficiency
and wave period. The wave characteristics of Zahnle and
MacLow (1994) are based upon limited numerical experiments. Lower excitation efficiencies would result in a larger
upper limit and vice versa. The role played by the wave
period is slightly more complex, as it factors into the predicted temperature amplitudes in two separate manners.
First the wave flux is inversely proportional to the period
(Marley 1994, Eq. (2)) so the temperature perturbation

dT Y Dt 21/2. However the width of the wavefront and thus
the intensity of the measurable disturbance varies directly
as the wave period (Eq. (2)). These two factors make the
observed flux proportional to Dt 1/2. A more robust estimate
of these parameters would strengthen the impact energy
limits set by the seismological studies.
6. CONCLUSIONS

We attempted to detect a seismic signature in the aftermath of the impact of the SL/9 R fragment. No seismic
waves were detected in either direct imaging or in a travel
time diagram. Such a detection would have opened a sub-
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stantial new window into the interiors of the jovian planets.
Seismology has, however, allowed us to place an upper
limit to the R impact energy of 1 3 1028 erg. This limit is
consistent with some other observations, but is smaller
than that found by Weaver et al. (1995), if the comet is
fully dense ice. Assuming this composition, our upper limit
to the fragment diameter is 1 km.
These results also demonstrate the substantial promise
for planetary seismology offered by the 7.8 em methane
band and infrared array detectors capable of imaging the
entire planet. MIRAC2 was also employed after the impact
period to search for global oscillation modes of Jupiter
excited by the impacts. Results of this search will be reported elsewhere.
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